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Large scale processinga b s t r a c t
Subgraph searching is an essential problem in graph databases, but it is also challenging
due to the involved subgraph isomorphism NP-Complete sub-problem. Filter-Then-Verify
(FTV) methods mitigate performance overheads by using an index to prune out graphs that
do not fit the query in a filtering stage, reducing the number of subgraph isomorphism
evaluations in a subsequent verification stage. Subgraph searching has to be applied to very
large databases (tens of millions of graphs) in real applications such as molecular substruc-
ture searching. Previous surveys have identified the FTV solutions GraphGrepSX (GGSX)
and CT-Index as the best ones for large databases (thousands of graphs), however they can-
not reach reasonable performance on very large ones (tens of millions graphs). This paper
proposes a generic approach for the distributed implementation of FTV solutions. Besides,
three previous methods that improve the performance of GGSX and CT-Index are adapted
to be executed in clusters. The evaluation shows how the achieved solutions provide a
great performance improvement (between 70% and 90% of filtering time reduction) in a
centralized configuration and how they may be used to achieve efficient subgraph search-
ing over very large databases in cluster configurations.
 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under theCCBY-
NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Graph databases can be classified into two broad types. Databases of the first type consist of a single very large graph. An
example of this type of databases is the semantic web. Locate all the instances of a query graph inside the database is one of
the most common functionalities in many applications. This problem is known in the literature as subgraph matching and it is
solved through the application of subgraph isomorphism algorithms.
Databases of the second type are composed of a very large number of small graphs. An example of this are the molecular
databases, where each record stores a molecular compound, which has, amongst other properties, its molecular structure.
Molecular structures are represented with small graphs composed of atoms (graph nodes) and bonds that connect them
(graph edges). Some databases of this type are reaching very large sizes. On such example is the PubChem1 database, whose
size is close to one hundred million molecules. A demanded application is to retrieve from the database the entities whose
molecular structure (graph) contains a given query substructure (subgraph) [1,2]., Spain.
. Flores).
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subgraph decision problem in the literature. This problem is solved through the application of a subgraph isomorphism algo-
rithm to each graph of the database. Such an straightforward solution suffers from severe performance problems when very
large databases are involved, since subgraph isomorphism is a NP-Complete problem. In general, a better approach is to use a
filter-then-verify (FTV) strategy, where the query processing task is divided into two stages. First, a filtering stage discards
many of the graphs through the use of some indexing structure. Next, a verification stage tests the retrieved candidates using
a subgraph isomorphism algorithm.
Many subgraph search solutions based on a FTV strategy have been proposed over the last years [3–11]. Among them,
GraphGrepSX (GGSX) [9] and CT-Index [8] have shown the best performance when applied to databases with a large number
of small graphs. Both of them use indexing structures constructed using features of the stored graphs. Specifically, GGSX
encodes all the paths whose lengths are lower than a given one in a trie structure. Breadth-first scan of query and database
trie structures are performed during the filtering stage. On the other hand, CT-Index generates a fingerprint for each stored
graph, using the sub-trees and cycles whose size is lower than a maximum given one. Bitmap subset tests are performed
between query and database graph fingerprints during the filtering stage.
In this paper, a generic approach that enables the distributed implementation of FTV subgraph searching solutions on top
of large scale data processing engines is presented. Three new index structures for the filtering stage, already proposed in
[12], are now adapted to be embedded in the above framework. In particular, new byte array serializations and relevant
searching algorithms are implemented. An extensive evaluation of the provided solutions, both in centralized and dis-
tributed hardware architectures, was also undertaken. The main contributions are summarized as follows.
1. A generic framework for the implementation of subgraph searching approaches following a FTV strategy on top of large
scale data processing engines. First, the database is divided into partitions and each partition is indexed. Resulting
indexes are encoded into byte arrays and recorded into the framework distributed structures. The filtering stage performs
index searching in parallel in each partition. Next, the application of the subgraph isomorphism algorithm to the retrieved
candidates is also parallelized using distributed operations.
2. Three new index structures used in the filtering stage of FTV approaches, are adapted to the above distributed framework.
More precisely, Bitmap GGSX (BM-GGSX) leverages the use of very large compressed bitmaps for the representation of
graph references in GGSX trie nodes. Column-Wise CT-Index (CW-CTI) stores graph fingerprints in a column-wise man-
ner, using also very large compressed bitmaps. Fingerprint subset tests are replaced by compressed bitmap intersections
in the filtering stage. Finally, K-Means CT-Index (KM-CTI) organizes the stored graph fingerprints into a binary tree that is
constructed through the recursive evaluation of the K-Means clustering method (using K ¼ 2) over the fingerprint collec-
tion. To achieve this, effective distance and average operations were defined over fingerprints, which achieve a reduced
number of bits with value 1 in the fingerprints of internal nodes of the tree, decreasing this way the probability of having
to navigate through both subtrees.
3. A comprehensive performance evaluation in both centralized and distributed hardware configurations was undertaken,
using databases of sizes orders of magnitude larger than previous surveys [13,14]. The new methods achieve filtering
time reductions that range from 70% to 90% with respect to their already existing base GGSX and CT-Index methods,
enabling filtering stage interactive approximate results in small and medium size databases (up to 1 million graphs
approximately). A combination of CW-CTI for small queries and KM-CTI for large ones appears to be the best solution
for query processing. The distributed implementation of the indexing structures achieves results orders of magnitude fas-
ter than the direct parallel execution of the subgraph isomporphism algorithm. It gets better performance than the cen-
tralized evaluation when either the query is small (i.e. it has low selectivity) or the database is large enough (around one
million graphs). The parallel evaluation of CT-Index shows a very good performance for any type of queries when the
number of available executors is large. On the other hand, the better indexing capabilities of KM-CTI makes it a good can-
didate to use with few executors in either small or crowded clusters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work, with special attention to GGSX and CT-Index
methods. The type of graphs considered in this paper, their features and the subgraph searching problem are formalised in
Section 3. The proposed generic framework for the implementation of distributed subgraph searching FTV solution is
described in Section 4. Sections 5–7 describe respectively the new BM-GGSX, CW-CTI and KM-CTI index structures. The per-
formance evaluation and its results are discussed in Section 8, and Section 9 concludes the paper and outlines lines for
related further research.2. Related work
The problem of subgraph query processing has received much attention in the data management literature. In the current
state of the art this broad problem is subdivided into twomajor subproblems. A first one, known asmatching problem, aims at
finding all subgraph isomorphic embeddings of a query graph q in a single graph g. A second subproblem, usually named
decision problem, has as objective the retrieval of each graph g, from a database D (multiset of graphs), which contains at least
once a given query graph q.66
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very large graphs like those of the semantic web. The Ullmann algorithm [15] provides a first backtracking-based solution to
this NP-complete problem. Other initial algorithms include VF2 [16], QuickSI [17], GraphQL [18], GADDI [19] and SPath [20].
Their performance was studied in [21] using four real-world datasets of different characteristics. QuickSI had the best per-
formance for both small and large data graphs, while GraphQL was the only algorithm to accomplish all the queries. More
recent and efficient solutions include TurboIso [22] that leverages vertex similarity in the query graph, SQBC [23] that
reduces the search space employing the structure of maximal cliques, BoostIso [24,25] that extends it to the stored graph
and CFLMatch [26] that minimizes redundant Cartesian Products. A new recent approach [27] combines the use of a Direct
Acyclic Graph (DAG) with a novel backtracking framework based on DAG-ordering. Finally, parallel approaches to this prob-
lem that define different optimization strategies to improve their performance in distributed architectures have also been
implemented [28–30].
Contrary to the above, in the decision problem the searching process works on very large collections of small graphs. An
example is the searching of molecular substructures in very large molecular databases, where the structure of each molecule
is represented with a small chemical graph of atoms (vertices) and bounds (edges). The straightforward solution consists in
solving the NP-complete matching problem between the query and each stored graph. Such an approach is clearly inefficient
and even not feasible for very large databases. To reduce the search time, filter-then-verify (FTV) approaches perform a prun-
ing phase (filter) before subgraph isomorphism is applied to the potential candidates (verify). To achieve this, indexes are
constructed from graph features and used in the filter stage. To be effective, the filter stage may retrieve false positives,
but it cannot discard false negatives. The false positives will be discarded by the subgraph isomorphism algorithm applied
in the verify stage.
The performance of a FTV solution is mainly influenced by the indexing technique used and by subgraph isomorphism
implementation chosen. Six FTV techniques [3–7,17] have been evaluated in [13]. The above survey was extended in [14]
with three more algorithms whose indexes are built through the extraction of graph features, namely CT-Index [8], GRAPES
[10] and GraphGrepSX [9]. This survey provides a comprehensive study of their performance and scalability and it concludes
that: i) GraphGrepSX, CT-Index and GRAPES offer better performance than the previous approaches and they also scale bet-
ter, ii) GRAPES fails to index large datasets due to its memory footprint, iii) the algorithms based in mining techniques (gIn-
dex [3] and Tree+D [6]) are competitive only for small datasets and gCode [7] and CT-Index [8] show the best results in terms
of index size.
Many of the queries of real-world scenarios have subgraph and supergraph relationships between each other. This char-
acteristic is exploited by some approaches [31,32], through the use of caching of past queries and their results, to improve
the overall performance of FTV solutions. On the other hand, straggler queries are solved in [33] by combining query rewrit-
ing with a parallel approach. A more recent work [34], combines several state-of-the-art subgraph isomorphism algorithms
with GRAPES and it achieves a good performance with datasets of a large number of graphs. However, it has an extra cost in
both index size and index building time. Finally, a very recent survey [35] compares three FTV solutions (GraphGrepSX,
GRAPES and CT-Index), with the direct use of three advanced subgraph isomorphism solutions (GraphQL [18], CFL [26],
and CFQL that combines GraphQL with CFL), and also with the combination of the indexing structures of GraphGrepSX
and GRAPES with the subgraph isomorphism algorithm CFQL. Their conclusion is that the direct use of the subgraph isomor-
phism algorithm CFQL outperforms all the three FTV algorithms and it also achieves a performance similar to that of its com-
bination with GraphGrepSX and GRAPES. At the same time it avoids the use of an index, with the subsequent advantages.
Unfortunately, the subgraph isomorphism algorithms GraphQL [18], CFL [26] and CFQL do not use the edge labels of the
graphs during the search process, thus they may not be fairly compared with the structures proposed in the present work.
Besides, the largest dataset used in [35] (AIDS) to evaluate them contains only 40 k graphs, as it is also the case of previous
surveys, too far from the dataset sizes used in the present work, in the order of the tens of millions of graphs.
According to the results of [14], the present work propose new indexing structures based on those of GraphGrepSX and
CT-Index that may be used in new centralized and distributed FTV solutions to enable the efficient querying of very large
graph datasets. The indexes may be combined with any subgraph isomorphism algorithm for the verification stage. Besides,
they may also be incorporated in more complex frameworks as those described by [31–34]. For completeness, a brief
description of the GraphGrepSX and CT-Index indexing structures are provided in the following two subsections.2.1. GraphGrepSX
GraphGrepSX [9], GGSX henceforth, extracts every path with a length lower or equal to a given maximum length s from
each graph of the database. The paths are sequences of vertex labels linked by edges, and they are used to incrementally
build an index trie, which has a maximum depth of s. Each node of the trie records a node label and each path from the root
of the trie to a given node represents an existing path in some stored graph. The nodes record also sequences of pairs (gid; r),
where gid is the identifier of a stored graph and r is the number of times (repetitions) that the relevant path exists in the
stored graph. Obviously, graphs whose structure do not contain the path are not recorded in the list. It is noticed that these
lists of pairs increase their size linearly with the database size.
As in any FTV technique, the searching process in GGSX is divided into two stages, filtering and verification. In the filtering
stage, firstly, all the paths of the query with a length lower or equal to s are generated, to build a query trie with them. Then a67
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reached. When a query leaf node is reached, a comparison between the number of repetitions r of the path recorded in the
query node and the elements of the list of pairs recorded in the index trie is performed. The identifiers of the graphs that
contain the path at least r times are retrieved. The lists of graph identifiers retrieved from the comparisons for each query
leaf node are intersected to obtain the final candidate set of graph identifiers, which are next tested with the VF2 subgraph
isomorphism algorithm in the verification stage.
GGSX was recently improved in [12] by using bitmaps in the representation of (gid; r) pairs.
2.2. CT-Index
CT-Index [8] is a FTV technique that uses as index one fingerprint for each stored graph. Each fingerprint is a bitmap of a
fixed size 2b. To generate a fingerprint, first all the features (either trees or cycles) of a maximum length s are generated from
the graph. Each feature is transformed into a canonical string that is next hashed to obtain an unsigned integer n of b bits.
Finally, bit number n of the fingerprint is set to one, for each generated feature. It is noticed that a fingerprint of a graph is
actually a Bloom Filter [36] of all its features of maximum size s.
The filtering stage in CT-Index starts by building a fingerprint for the query graph using the same parameters (b; s) used to
build the index. The query fingerprint Fq is tested for bitmap subset with each fingerprint Fg of the index (Fq ^ Fg ¼ Fq). The
result set of graphs is tested for subgraph isomorphism in the verification stage using a version of the VF2 algorithm with
additional heuristics.
Two new indexing structures based on CT-Index, called Column-Wise CT-Index (CW-CTI) and K-Means CT-Index (KM-
CTI) were defined in [12].
3. Problem definition
The type of undirected graphs with labeled vertices and edges considered in the present work is defined as follows.
Definition 1. A graph is a quadruple ðV ; E;v l; elÞ, where V is a set of vertices, E# ½V 2 is a set of undirected edges (represented
as sets of two vertices) and v l : V ! VL; el : E! EL are mappings that associate a label respectively from the set of vertex
labels VL and from the set of edge labels EL to each vertex and edge.Based on the above formalism, the concept of subgraph isomorphism and the problem of subgraph search, also known as
subgraph decision problem, are defined below.
Definition 2. If ga ¼ ðVa; Ea;vla; elaÞ and gb ¼ ðVb; Eb;v lb; elbÞ are two graphs, a subgraph isomorphism from ga to gb is an
injective function f : Va [ Ea ! Vb [ Eb, such that 8va 2 Va;v laðvaÞ ¼ vlbðf ðvaÞÞ, and 8ea ¼ fva1;va2g 2 Ea; elaðeaÞ ¼ elbðf ðeaÞÞ
and ff ðva1Þ; f ðva2Þg 2 Eb. Graph ga is said to be subgraph isomorphic to graph gb.Definition 3. If D ¼ ½gi is a graph database (a multiset of graphs), and q is a query graph, the subgraph searching problem
(also known as subgraph decision problem) aims at finding all the graphs gk 2 D, such that there exists at least one subgraph
isomorphism f from q to gk.4. Generic framework for distributed subgraph searching
This section describes the design of a generic FTV subgraph searching distributed framework, and its implementation on
top of the general purpose open-source cluster computing framework Apache Spark[37]. Database and index partitioning
enables parallel filtering, and next candidate set re-partitioning avoids data skew during parallel verification.
4.1. Index building
The pseudocode of the generic index building procedure is given in Algorithm 1. The input data consists of an index name
iname that enables its identification, an input graph database D and a number of partitions p. First, the number of graphs per
partition (partition size pSize) is obtained in line 2 from the database size (sizeðDÞ) and the number of partitions p. Line 3
creates the base data structures for the index and records both the number of partitions and the partition size. Each iteration
of the loop of lines 4–8 is executed in parallel by a different executor of the distributed processing framework. Line 5 per-
forms a range query in the graph database D to obtain all the graphs of partition i. To achieve an efficient implementation,
graphs should be partitioned and stored in a distributed data management technology, using the same auto-incremental
identifier used here to perform the range query. Line 6 creates the index for the current partition i using the graphs retrieved
by the above range query, and finally the generated index partition is recorded in the index structure in line 7.68
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1: procedure BUILDINDEXiname;D; p
2: pSize ceilðsizeðDÞ=pÞ
3: idx createIndexðiname; p; pSizeÞ
4: for i 0; p 1 do . Each iteration executed in parallel
5: G getGraphsByRangeðD; pSize  i; pSize  ðiþ 1Þ  1Þ




In the current implementation of the framework the graphs are numbered, partitioned and recorded in the document-
based NoSQL database MongoDB. Apache Spark is used to implement both the distributed index building and the query pro-
cessing. Thus, Spark structures and relevant operations are used as follows to implement Algorithm 1. First, line 3 of the algo-
rithm is implemented by creating a Spark Dataset structure that contains one row for each partition, which records the
partition number i. The dataset is partitioned into p partitions using the partition number, therefore, each partition contains
just one row. The loop of lines 4 8 is implemented by applying Spark Map operation to the above Dataset. Line 5 is imple-
mented with a range query over the graph number on MongoDB. The index generated for each partition pIdx in line 6 has to
be encoded in a binary format using a serialization strategy provided by the underlying indexing solution. Finally, line 7 is
implemented by generating a new row in the output Dataset of theMap operation, which contains both the partition number
and the serialization of the generated index structure.
4.2. Query processing
The pseudocode that shows the design of the FTV distributed subgraph searching function of the proposed framework is
given in Algorithm 2. The input data consists of a query graph q, an input graph database D, stored in a distributed data man-
agement technology, and a distributed index idx constructed using the procedure described in the previous subsection. First,
lines 2–3 respectively obtain the number of partitions p of the index and initialize a distributed collection for the candidate
graph identifiers resulting from the filter stage. The filter stage is performed in the loop of lines 4–8, whose iterations (one for
each index partition) are executed in parallel, by: i) obtaining the relevant partition from the index (line 5), ii) searching the
index using the query graph (line 6) and iii) appending a new partition with the obtained candidates to the result collection
candidates. Once the filtering stage has finished, the result candidate collection is repartitioned, to avoid data skew in the
subsequent verification stage. The verification stage is performed by the loop of lines 11–22, whose iterations are also exe-
cuted in parallel. First, the candidate graph identifiers of the current partition are obtained from the relevant collection in
line 12. To improve the efficiency of the graph retrieval from the database, graph identifiers are ordered and folded into col-
lections of ranges in line 13. Thus, for example, for the collection of graph identifiers f2;3;4;6;7;9g, the following ranges are
generated f½2 4; ½6 7; ½9;9g and thus only three range queries have to be performed. Notice that a range re-partitioning
strategy is required in line 9 to enable this approach. The database is queried in line 15 and for each candidate graph g, if the
query graph q is subgraph isomorphic to g (line 17), then the graph is appended in line 18 to the current partition of the result
output collection result.
Algorithm 2. Distributed Subgraph Search
1: function DISTRIBUTEDSUBGRAPHSEARCHq;D; idx
2: p getNumPartitionsðidxÞ
3: candidates initializeCollectionðÞ
4: for i 0; p 1 do . Filter: Each iteration executed in parallel
5: pIdx getIndexPartitionðidx; iÞ




10: result  initializeCollectionðÞ
11: for i 0; p 1 do . Verify: Each iteration executed in parallel
12: pCandidates getPartitionðcandiates; iÞ
13: pCandidateRanges foldðpCandidatesÞ
14: for all range 2 pCandidateRanges do
(continued on next page)69
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16: for all g 2 G do







In the current implementation of the framework, based in Apache Spark and MongoDB, the filtering stage (loop of lines
4 8) is implemented with a distributed Map operation over the distributed index Dataset structure. Each Map iteration
searches the serialized encoding of the index stored in the Dataset using the query graph q. The output of the above Map
operation is a Dataset of candidate graph identifiers that is re-partitioned to be used as input of the verification stage. Such
a verification stage is also implemented with a Map operation over the candidate Dataset of graph identifiers.
5. Bitmap GGSX
Bitmap-GGSX (BM-GGSX for short, henceforth) [12], is an improved version of the GraphGrepSX (GGSX) index structure.
BM-GGSX records the vertex and edge labels of all the paths, whose length is lower or equal than a given one, in a trie struc-
ture. The main differences with the GGSX index structure described in SubSection 2.1 are the following: i) The edge labels of
the paths are stored in the BM-GGSX trie nodes, what gives additional filtering power to BM-GGSX over GGSX. ii) The lists of
pairs (g; r) of graph identifiers g and repetitions r, which are stored in each GGSX node, are represented in BM-GGSX using
arrays of compressed bitmaps, which makes the structure more compact and efficient.
To give a precise description of the BM-GGSX data structure and relevant algorithms, let us first formalise the concept of
path contained in a graph.
Definition 4. A path p of length s > 0 contained in a graph g ¼ ðV ; E;v l; elÞ, denoted ps  g, is a sequence of the form
< v1; e1; . . . ;vs; es; vsþ1 >, where 8i – j;1 6 i; j 6 sþ 1;v i 2 V ;v j 2 V ;v i – v j and 8i– j;1 6 i; j 6 s; ei 2 E; ej 2 E; ei – ej; ei ¼
fv i; v iþ1g. Nodes fv1;vsþ1g are called the boundaries of ps.
Let D ¼ ½g1; g2; . . . ; gn be a graph database of size n. If S denotes a maximum given length, then PðS;DÞ denotes the set of
all paths whose length is lower or equal to S that are contained in some graph of D. Formally,PðS;DÞ ¼ fpsjs 6 S ^ ps  g ^ g 2 Dg
Each node v of the BM-GGSX trie structure, except the root one, records a vertex label and an edge label (which might be
empty). A path in the trie from the root to a node v of level s represents the sequence of labels of at least one path ps of length
s of PðS;DÞ. It is obvious that the maximum depth of the trie is S. Let pathsðvÞ denote all those paths ps whose sequence of
labels is represented by the trie path from the root to v. If R is the maximum value for the repetitions, then node v records a
two dimensional array of R n bits, where element ði; jÞ is 1 if and only if graph gj contains at least i paths of pathsðvÞ. It is
noticed that if the bit ði; jÞ is 1, then all the bits ðx; jÞ, such that x < i, must also be 1.Fig. 1. BM-GGSX index trie and bitmap serialization of one of its nodes.
70
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chemical elements of atoms (C, H, O, etc.) and edge labels represent types of bounds between atoms (1 for single, 2 for dou-
ble, etc.). It is noticed that all nodes of level one of the trie have a null value for the edge label, since by definition, all paths
start with a vertex. The bit array is shown only for the trie node that represents all the paths with labels ‘‘H1C”. Such bit array
shows, for example, that only the graph g9 contains 3 paths with those labels.
To achieve an implementation that may be embedded in the generic framework described in Section 4, the above trie
structure has to be encoded and serialized into a byte array. Fig. 1(b) depicts the bytes of the serialization of a trie node.
The first two bytes are used to record references to the vertex (V) and edge (E) label entries in the respective dictionaries.
Byte C records the number of children of the node. Next, for each child node, four bytes [CiP1  CiP4 for child i) are used
to record a pointer to its location in the byte array. Leaf nodes have C ¼ 0 and children pointers are not recorded. Byte R
records the number of rows in the bit array of the node, i.e., the maximum number of repetitions. For each row of the bit
array, a pointer of four bytes [RiP1  RiP4 for row i) records the location of the serialization of the row in the byte array. Each
row bitmap is compressed into a byte array (RiB1RiB2 . . .RiBbi for row i) using the Enhanced Word-Aligned Hybrid bitmap
compression method [38], therefore each row may have a different size in its serialized representation.
Algorithm 3. BM-GGSX Searching
1: function SEARCHQ ; b
2: if isEmptyðQÞ then return b
3: else
4: np dequeueðQÞ
5: if isLeafNodeðgetQueryNodeðnpÞÞ then
6: db getBitArrayðgetDBNodeðnpÞÞ
7: r  getRepetitionsðgetQueryNodeðnpÞÞ
8: ifr < rowsNumberðbaÞ then b b ^ db½r
9: else return compressedBitArrayð0;nÞ
10: end if
11: else
12: for all qChild 2 getChildrenðgetQueryNodeðnpÞÞ do
13: dbChild findðqChild; getChildrenðgetDBNodeðnpÞÞÞ
14: if isNullðdbChildÞ then return compressedBitArrayð0;nÞ




19: return searchðQ ; bÞ
20: end if
21: end function
A pseudocode for the search algorithm of BM-GGSX is shown in Algorithm 3. The search function has two parameters: i) Q
is a queue structure that stores pairs of trie nodes of the form ðq; dbÞ, where q is a query trie node and db is a database trie
node. ii) b is a compressed bit array that records the current result of the searching process, i.e., bit i is set to 1 if graph gi is
part of the search result. The initial call to the search algorithm, which is performed by function filter in line 6 of Algorithm 2,
has the form.searchððqTrieRoot;dbTrieRootÞ; compressedBitArrayð1;nÞÞ;where qTrieRoot and dbTrieRoot are respectively the root nodes of the query and database tries, and bitarrayð1;nÞ returns a
compressed bit array with n 1s (remember that n is the number of graphs in the database). The use of a queue structure of
node pairs enables the joint bread-first traversal of both query and database tries. If the queue is empty then the search pro-
cess finishes returning the current result b (line 2). Otherwise, the current pair of nodes to be processed np is obtained from
the queue in line 4. If the query trie node is a leaf node (line 5), then, in lines 6 10, the number of repetitions r of the query
trie node is used to obtain a row from the bit array db of the database trie node, which is next intersected with the current bit
array b (line 8). If r is greater than the number of rows in db, it means that the current path has more repetitions in the query
than in any database graph, and therefore, the search process must return with no results, i.e., a bit array of all 0s (line 9).
If the current query trie node is an internal node, then the children of both current query trie node and dababase trie node
have to be obtained to continue with the joint bread first traversal (lines 12 17). For each child of the query trie node (line
12), function find in line 13 tries to obtain a node with the same tags (both vertex and edge tags) from the children of current
database trie node. If such a matching node does not exist then the search process finishes without results (line 14), since the71
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queue (line 15) to be processed in a future recursive call to the search function. The search process continues with the next
pair of the queue with the recursive call of line 19. The graphs identifiers resulting from the filtering process are obtained
from the result bit array by getting the indexes of the bits that are set to 1.
6. Column-Wise CT-Index
Column-Wise CT-Index (CW-CTI in short)[12] is a modification of the CT-Index structure described in SubSection 2.2. The
cycles and trees are the basic features extracted from the graphs to construct the CT-Index structure and therefore also the
CW-CTI. Those concepts are formalized below to enable a precise description of the method.
Definition 5. A cycle c of length s > 0 contained in a graph g ¼ ðV ; E;v l; elÞ, denoted cs # g, is a graph c ¼ ðVc; Ec;v l; elÞ, where
Vc #V has the form fv1;v2; . . . ;vsg; Ec # E has the form fe1; e2; . . . ; esg;8i;1 6 i < s; ei ¼ fv i;v iþ1g and es ¼ fvs;v1g.Definition 6. A tree t of length s > 0 contained in a graph g ¼ ðV ; E;vl; elÞ, denoted ts # g, is a graph t ¼ ðVt; Et ;v l; elÞ, where
8ðv i;v jÞ; i– j;v i;v j 2 Vt , it exists exactly one path p contained in g whose boundaries are fv i;v jg.
Algorithm 4. CW-CTI Index Building and Searching
1: procedure APPENDGRAPHg; idx
2: for all c 2 extractCyclesðg; SÞ do
3: idx½identifierðgÞ½hashCycleðc; f Þ  1
4: end for
5: for all t 2 extractTreesðg; SÞ do
6: idx½identifierðgÞ½hashTreeðt; f Þ  1
7: end for
8: end procedure
9: function SEARCHq; idx
10: result  compressedBitArrayð1;nÞ
11: for all c 2 extractCyclesðq; SÞ do
12: result  result ^ idx½½hashCycleðc; f Þ
13: end for
14: for all t 2 extractTreesðq; SÞ do




LetD ¼ ½g1; g2; . . . ; gn be a graph database of size n. If f is a positive integer, then the CW-CTI index structure is a two dimen-
sional array of n 2f bits. The main difference with the CT-Index structure is that the implementation of CW-CTI records the
array column-wise using the Enhanced Word-Aligned Hybrid bitmap compression method [38], contrary to the row-wise
recording of graph fingerprints of CT-Index. Fig. 2(a) shows this structure for a generic database. The pseudocode of the algo-
rithm that appends a new graph g to an already existing CW-CTI index idx is given in procedure appendGraph of Algorithm 4.
First, lines 2–4 process the cycles extracted from g and next lines 5–7 do the samewith the extracted trees. For each extracted
feature (either cycle or tree of a size lower or equal to a given one S), a function (either hashCycle or hashTree) generates first aFig. 2. Example of CW-CTI index structure and bitmap serialization.
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cannonical representation to obtain an integer index k (0 6 k 6 2f  1). Using the graph identifier as a row index and k as a
column index, the bit of the structure corresponding to the extracted feature is set to 1.
Fig. 2(b) illustrates the byte array of the serialized structure. The compressed bit arrays corresponding to each possible
value of the hash function (fingerprint bit) are recorded one next to the other. Due to the use of compression, each bit array
may be serialized into a distinct number of bytes (CkB1  CkBbk for array number k). Therefore, to enable direct access, one
pointer of four bytes has to be recorded for each of them (CkP1 CkP4 for array number k).
The pseudocode of the search algorithm of CW-CTI is shown in function search of Algorithm 4. The result is initialized to a
compressed bit array of n 1s (line 10). For each feature (either cycle or tree) extracted from the query graph q, the corre-
sponding bit array is obtained from the index, using again functions hashCycle and hashTree, respectively, and it is intersected
with the current result. Therefore, at the end of the execution, the result bit array has 1s only in the positions corresponding
to graphs that may contain all the features extracted from the query. Notice that false positives may appear not only due to
the use of features of a maximum size S, but also due to the potential collisions of the hash functions.
It is noticed that while in CT-Index, each stored fingerprint has to be tested against the query fingerprint, in CW-CTI, the
number of logical AND operations depends on the number features extracted from the query, which is greater as the query
size increases. Thus, it is expected that CW-CTI will get better performance in small queries.
7. K-Means CT-Index
The K-Means CT-Index (KM-CTI) [12] is another evolution of the CT-Index structure described in SubSection 2.2. KM-CTI
uses a binary tree of fingerprints instead of the straightforward linear search approach used by CT-Index. The leaf nodes of
the binary tree are the graph fingerprints. The fingerprint of each parent node is the logical disjunction of its children fin-
gerprints. Thus, if the query test fails for a parent node it would also fail for all its children and they do not need to be tested.
Fig. 3 depicts an example of a KM-CTI fingerprint binary tree for a database of 8 graphs. If the database is large enough and
internal nodes have not many bits set to 1, then many branches would not need to be explored and therefore the expected
number of comparisons would be lower than in the original CT-Index. To minimize the number of bits set to 1 in internal
nodes, the fingerprints under the same branch must be as much similar as possible. To achieve this, the index building
method of KM-CTI uses the K-Means [39,40] clustering method.
Functions distance and mean that enable the application of K-means to sets of fingerprints are defined below, but before
some notation has to be introduced. If f is a positive integer, then F and Fi are used to denote fingerprints, i.e., one dimensional
arrays of 2f bits. Symbols ^;_;¼;:; denote respectively bitwise operations and, or, equal, not and exclusive or between fin-
gerprints. If i is an integer 0 6 i < 2f , then F½i denotes the Boolean element corresponding to bit number i of F. Finally, intðbÞ
denotes the integer element corresponding to a Boolean element b. The definition of distance between fingerprints is based
on the well-known Hamming Distance [41]. Informally, if either of the two fingerprints is contained in the other then the
distance is zero, otherwise it is the number of bits set to 1 in their exclusive or.
Definition 7. If F1 and F2 are two fingerprints, then distanceðF1; F2Þ is defined as the integerd ¼
0 ðF1 ^ F2 ¼ F1Þ _ ðF1 ^ F2 ¼ F2Þ:
X2f1
i¼0
intððF1  F2Þ½iÞ otherwise:
8><
>:Functionmean enables K-means algorithm to compute a fingerprint that is representative of a cluster (set) of fingerprints.
Informally, bit number i of the mean of a set of fingerprints is set to 1 if at position i there are more fingerprints with a value






intð:Fj½iÞAlgorithm 5. KM-CTI Index Building
1: function KMCTITREEGF
2: clusterFingerprintsðGF;GFL;GFRÞ
3: if emptyðGFLÞ _ emptyðGFRÞ then result  leafNodeðGFÞ
4: else




Fig. 3. Example of a KM-CTI binary tree.
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input GF is a set of pairs ðg; FÞ, where g is a graph identifier and F is its corresponding fingerprint. K-means is used (with
k ¼ 2) in function clusterFingerprints (line 2) to split the set GF of ðg; FÞ pairs into two disjoint subsets, GFL and GFR. If either
of the above fingerprint subsets is empty, then K-means did not manage to divide further GF and therefore a leaf node of the
KM-CTI binary tree has to be created (line 3). The leaf node stores both the fingerprint computed as the disjunction of all the
fingerprints in GF, and all the pairs of GF. On the other hand, if both GFL and GFR have elements, recursive calls to function
KMCTITree over both subsets are performed to continue with the creation of left and right branches of the KM-CTI binary tree.
An internal parent node is created in line 5 that stores pointers to left and right children and also a fingerprint computed as
the disjuntion of left and right fingerprints.
KM-CTI binary tree nodes are serialized in depth-first order. The structure of the bytes of a generic internal node is illus-
trated in Fig. 4(a). First, b bytes ðV1  VbÞ are used to record the node fingerprint (the disjunction of the fingerprints in its
subtree). Next, one byte L is used to record the node type (internal in this case). Finally, two sequences of four bytes are used
to record pointers to the left (CLP1  CLP4) and right (CRP1  CRP4) children of the node. The structure of a generic leaf node is
illustrated in Fig. 4(a). The node fingerprint and the node type are recorded in the same way. Next, one byte N is used to
record the number of pairs (graph identifier, fingerprint) recorded in the node. A node with two pairs is shown in the figure.
For each pair i, first, four bytes (½CiI1  CiI4) are used to record the graph identifier and next b bytes (CiV1  CiVb) are used to
record the graph fingerprint.
Algorithm 6. KM-CTI Searching
1: function SEARCHFq; idx
2: if Fq ^ fingerprintðidxÞ ¼ Fq then
3: if isLeaf ðidxÞ then
4: result  £
5: for all ðg; FÞ 2 graphsðidxÞ do





11: return searchðFq; leftChildðidxÞÞ [ searchðFq; rightChildðidxÞÞ
12: end if
13: else return £
14: end if
15: end function
The search algorithm, whose pseudocode is give in Algorithm 6, scans the binary tree in depth-first order. A node is
explored only if the query fingerprint Fq is contained in the node fingerprint (line 2). Such a test is also performed for each
graph fingerprint when leaf nodes are reached (line 6).Fig. 4. KM-CTI serialization: (a) Internal node and (b) Leaf node.
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The results of an extensive evaluation of both centralized and distributed implementations are discussed in this section,
based on the execution of a large number of simulated queries over a very large real dataset (tens of millions of graphs).
Index size and building time, and query response time (both filtering stage and total) are given for different query sizes, data-
base sizes and different number of executors.
8.1. Evaluation framework
The hardware infrastructure consists of 16 Dell EMC PowerEdge R730 Servers, each of them with 2 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2630 v4 (2.20 GHz, 10 cores) processors and 384 GB RAM. All the implementations were done in Java (a jar file was
obtained from CT-Index authors). Java virtual machines with 32 GB of RAMwere used by all the machines in both centralized
and distributed configurations. PubChem2 was used to generate datasets of different sizes. This database contains the structure
(graph) of around 97 million molecules (average of 41.40 vertices and 42.16 edges per graph). Three collections of 100 random
small (8 edges), medium (20 edges) and large (40 edges) queries were generated from PubChem, following the same random
walk approach of previous evaluations [8,14,12]. Random graphs are chosen from the dataset to generate random paths of the
required sizes.
8.2. Evaluation of the centralized implementation
An initial evaluation of the centralized implementations was already undertaken in [12], and based on that, a maximum
feature (path, subtree, cycle) length of 6 and a fingerprint size of 4096 bits was chosen. The original GGSX method was dis-
carded due to its bad performance (BM-GGSX reduces its filtering time in around 90%). Four databases with respective sizes
of 100 k, 250 k, 500 k and 1000 k graphs were extracted from PubChem. The index size and index building time for each
method and database size are depicted respectively in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). BM-GGSX has bad performance in index size,
but specially bad in index building time (around one day to build the index of 1 million graphs). Regarding methods based
on CT-Index, the original CT-Index and the proposed CW-CTI variant have a similar performance, whereas KM-CTI has some
overhead, specially in the index size, due to the need of additional fingerprints in internal tree nodes.
Fig. 6(a)–(c) depicts the average filtering time of each method for the generated collections of small, medium and large
queries. BM-GGSX and CW-CTI show the best performance for small queries, since few features have to be searched in the
index. However, when the query size increases, CW-CTI decreases its performance and KM-CTI shows its advantages. Overall,
CW-CTI reaches a 85% reduction of the filtering time in small queries with respect to the original CT-Index. On the other
hand, for large queries KM-CTI reduces the filtering time in around 70%-75% with respect to the original CT-Index. BM-
GGSX has good performance in all the sizes, but it is reminded its bad numbers in index size and building time.
The total query time of the three proposed methods for the different query sizes is shown in Fig. 6(d)–(f). The total
response time of the original CT-Index is not shown, since it is an order of magnitude higher. This is due to the slow sequen-
tial implementation of the verification stage used by CT-index and the fast parallel multi-thread implementation used by the
other methods. CT-Index based methods outperform BM-GGSX in small and medium size queries due to their better filtering
capabilities, in those low selective queries. As it was expected, the time of the filtering stage has only a real impact in total
response time in queries with high selectivity, i.e., in large queries, where KM-CTI shows better performance than CW-CTI.
8.3. Evaluation of the distributed implementation
For the evaluation of the distributed implementations, databases with the following sizes were extracted from PubChem:
100k, 250k, 500k, 1000k, 2M, 4M, 8M, 16M, 32M, 64M and 97M. Different number of partitions were also considered for each
database size, from 21 to 26, to enable the execution with as many executors as partitions. To have index building times rea-
sonably short, the maximum number of graphs per partition considered was 500k, thus for example, the minimum number
of partitions for a database of 4M graphs was 8. For databases larger then 32M only 64 partitions were used. The results
obtained for the index building time are graphically shown in Fig. 7. In particular, Fig. 7(a) shows how the time required
to build the index of the 4M database decreases as the number of executors increases, for each method. In line with the
results obtained by the centralized implementations, it is noticed that BM-GGSX has the worse performance and KM-CTI
adds some time overhead with respect to the other two CT-Index variants. A comparison of the index building time using
64 executors for different database sizes is shown in Fig. 7(b). Database sizes higher than 8M were not supported by BM-
GGSX due to memory consumption. Similarly, KM-CTI could not manage sizes larger than 32M and only the distributed ver-
sion of the original CT-Index supported all the database sizes. CT-Index and CW-CTI show a similar behaviour, though CT-
Index performs better in very large databases (above 16M graphs). On the other hand, the performance of KM-CTI degener-
ates more with the database size, due to the need of recursive evaluations of the K-Means clustering method. In any case, the
distributed implementation enables a great reduction in the index building time for all the methods, as it is illustrated in2 https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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Fig. 5. Centralized index size and building time.
Fig. 6. Average filtering and total query response time in centralized implementations.
Fig. 7. Index Building Time in distributed system varying (a) number of executors and (b) database size.
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more than a whole day to generate the index for 1M graphs, whereas its distributed implementation with 64 executors can
do it in only 14 min. Similarly, the time is reduced from 3.5 h to 7 min for KM-CTI.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the time of the filtering stage for small and large queries, respectively, for a database size of 4M
graphs and increasing number of executors. CW-CTI is not shown in the figures due to its low performance (an order of mag-
nitude worse than the other). In general, the response time decreases drastically when the number of executors are increased
from 8 to 32. This is reasonable given that the hardware has 16 nodes with 2 processors each, i.e., 32 processors. CT-Index
has the best performance for small queries and KM-CTI is slightly better for large ones, specially when the number of execu-
tors in low, i.e., when the number of graphs per partition is larger. A similar behaviour is also found for total query time, as it
is shown in Fig. 9(c) and (d) for small and large queries, respectively. The impact of the database size in the query response
time is shown in Fig. 10. In particular, Fig. 10(a) and (b) show that CT-Index has better filtering time for small queries
whereas KM-CTI behaves slightly better for large ones. Besides, it is observed in Fig. 10(c) that CT-Index and KM-CTI haveFig. 8. Comparison of index building time between centralized and distributed implementations for (a) BM-GGSX and (b) KM-CTI.
Fig. 9. Average filtering and total response time for distributed implementations (4 M graph database size).
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Fig. 10. Average filtering and total response time for distributed implementation (64 executors).
Fig. 11. Comparison of query filtering and total response time between centralized and distributed implementations for KM-CTI method.
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Fig. 12. Illustration of the significance of the use of indexing with respect to the simple parallel evaluation of a subgraph isomorphism algorithm.
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response time for small queries. On the other hand, for large queries (Fig. 10(c)) KM-CTI has better performance than CT-
Index, as it was the case for filtering time.
Apart from showing which method behaves better under which configurations and database sizes, this evaluation shows
also when it is better to use a centralized or distributed implementation. Thus, Fig. 11(a)–(c) compare the centralized imple-
mentation of KM-CTI with the distributed one using 4, 16 and 64 executors, respectively, in terms of query filtering time. The
distributed implementation leverages the available hardware during the evaluation of low selective small queries, whereas
the centralized implementation has better performance for highly selective medium and large queries. If total response
query time is considered (see Fig. 11(d)–(f)), again the distributed implementation is clearly better for small queries, but
now for medium and large queries, the parallel execution of the verification stage makes the distributed implementation also
better with large database sizes (more than 500k graphs for medium size queries and more than 1 M graphs for large
queries).
As a final experiment, one of the proposed indexing techniques (KM-CTI) was compared with the direct parallel evalua-
tion of the VF2 subgraph isomorphism algorithm. The results are shown in Fig. 12. Clearly, indexing the database and per-
forming the filtering stage enables query response times orders of magnitude faster, even for small database sizes.9. Conclusions
Three new FTV solutions for subgraph search on large databases of small graphs are proposed in this work. The new solu-
tions are based on already existing state of the art methods, GGSX and CT-Index. BM-GGSX uses very large compressed bit-
maps to improve the performance of intermediate candidate set intersections. The method is fast for medium and large
queries, but it suffers from large index size and slow index building. CW-CTI leverages large compressed bitmaps for the
column-wise storage of graph fingerprints. It shows good performance for small queries and also good performance in terms
of index size and index building time. Finally, the KM-CTI uses the K-Means clustering method to generate binary trees of
graph fingerprints, which are used to speed-up the filtering stage, achieving very good performance for medium and large
highly selective queries. Its main drawback is its overhead in both index size and index building time, with respect to the
original CT-Index. The combination of CW-CTI for small queries and KM-CTI for medium and large ones is a good global
approach for subgraph search query processing. Besides, the filtering stage of the techniques enables retrieving approximate
results in interactive time (few milliseconds) for database sizes of up to one million graphs.
A generic solution for the distributed implementation of all the above methods was also developed on top of the large
scale data processing engine Apache Spark. To achieve this, binary serializations of the above indexing techniques were
defined and search algorithms that work directly on those serializations were implemented. The distributed implementa-
tions reduce significantly the index building time overhead of KM-CTI and BM-GGSX. CT-Index has a good compromise
between index building time and query response time if many executors are used. KM-CTI is better for small or crowded
clusters, where the number of executors has to be low and consequently the number of graphs per partition must be large.
Again, the filtering stage enables the retrieval of approximate query responses with interactive response times (below 1 s),
even for databases of more than 16 million graphs.
In general, as it was expected, the centralized implementations have good performance with highly selective large queries
over small databases, however, the parallel implementations leverage powerful clusters for either small low selective queries
or large database sizes. Future work includes i) the exploration of similar solutions for datasets of just one very large graph as
those of the semantic web and ii) the combination with indexes on other fields, such as text indexes, to achieve efficient
hybrid solutions for composed queries.79
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